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Synergies among  
astronomical facilities 
Disclaimer 
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!  Plagued with illustrative examples with my 
!  favourite wavelength: X-rays 
!  favourite objects: AGN, SMBH 
!  favourite existing observatories: XMM-Newton, VLT, ALMA  
!  favourite future observatories: Athena, E-ELT 
!  But conclusions should be generally valid 
Synergies 
!  Two or more agents working together to produce a 
result not obtainable by any of the agents 
independently (Source: wikipedia) 
!  Synergies between astronomical infrastructures are to be 
expected naturally: 
!  Science knows no frontiers, not even those marked by 
instruments 
!  Significant cross-talk between the community behind different 
instruments/facilities 
!  Is there a need to further strengthen/promote 
synergies? 
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What synergies? 
!  Programmatic & technical 
!  Instruments for different facilities are developed using the same 
technologies and/or by the same institutions 
!  Scientific, in two flavours: 
!  “Operational”: The use of other facilities is needed to achieve 
the own scientific goals 
!  “Added value”: Using several facilities in conjunction leads to 
science added value beyond the individual goals 
!  Most scientific synergies are in between both 
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Lots of existing “added value” scientific 
synergies, outstanding outcome 
!  Cluster evolution up to z~1 (Planck + XMM-Newton) 
!  Galaxy/AGN evolution (HST + Opt/NIR ground + X-ray) 
in selected cosmological fields. 
!  AGN feedback through winds & outflows (XMM-Newton + 
Herschel/ALMA) 
!  GRBs (Swift/Agile + everything) 
!  Molecular astrophysics (ISO/Spitzer/Herschel + ALMA + 
MIR instruments on ground telescopes + Rosetta) 
!  … 
!  (Do your own ADS search and you will be surprised!) 
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Multi-wavelength view of galaxies 
NGC6240: a SF galaxy with 
a double AGN 





Komossa et al 2003 
ASTRONET high-priority roadmap for 
new infrastructures 
High-energy,  
Astrop & GW 
UVOIR Solar, Solar System 
& Lab 
ASTRO-H (2016) ALMA (2011) ExoMars (2016) 
eROSITA (2017) JWST (2018) Solar Orbiter (2018) 




GW L3 (2034) EUCLID (2020) EST 
CTA CHEOPS (2023) 
KM3Net E-ELT (2024) 
PLATO (2024) 
SKA Phase 1 
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The new observatories in 2020-2030 
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NB. “Observatories” are prone to develop synergies, due to open time allocation process  
Unveal obscured AGN 
Quantify AGN feedback 
Cold gas & dust masses 
Molecular outflows 
Dynamical masses of z<0.5 
SMBH 
Stellar masses & SFR 
Redshifts & morphologies 
Witnessing galaxy-SMBH  
co-evolution at high z 
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Synergetic look at early galaxies 
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NGC6240  
at 
SMBH spins: mergers vs accretion  
X-ray Fe line profiles GW measurements  
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+ also from radio jets 
The cosmic baryon budget 










Large Scale Structure:  
DM and baryons in clusters 
● Mass measurements from 
lensing (Euclid, E-ELT) & 
gas hydrodynamics (Athena) 
!  Measure turbulence and gas 
bulk motions (Athena) 
● Dark Matter profile and 
accurate measurement of 
gas to mass ratio 




from last scattering surface 
● DES/LSST/JPAS 
!  BAOs , SNIa 
● EUCLID: 
!  BAOs & lensing 
● E-ELT 
!  Real time expansion 
measurements 
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And much more… 
Today In the future 
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!  Complex molecules 
(ALMA, Rosetta) 
!  Planetary systems: 
!  SS in situ missions 
!  Observations of SS bodies 
!  FIR/submm observations 




!  CR & gamma-rays  
!  GW signals, followed up 
by multi-wavelength 
observations 
!  SgrA* (EHT, VLTI/
Gravity) 
!  Chemical evolution 
Outlook 
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!  Vigorous synergetic exploitation of ground and space 
infrastructures exists. Major scientific return through this 
channel. 
!  Equally promising opportunities in the future 
!  Two suggestions: 
1.  Incorporate “synergy science” to the science case of all 
astronomical infrastructures, and develop it together with 
other contemporaneous/forecasted projects. 
2.  Develop and strengthen calls for joint observing 
proposals amongst operating infrastructures    
Chemical evolution 
● Intracluster medium 
enriched to Z~0.3 Zsun up 
to highest redshifts 
!  ICM metalicities out to 
z~2 (Athena) 
!  Metalicities of individual 
cluster galaxies (E-ELT) 
!  Further constrain star 
formation history and SNe 
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SMBH-galaxy co-evolution 
M-sigma relation SMBH growth vs SFR history 
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J.D. Silverman 
SFR 
SMBH growth 
by accretion 
